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PIN Services OpenVPN Configuration, Use and 
Administration 

 
This document describes how to access the PIN Services Virtual Private Network (VPN) using 
OpenVPN. It consists of two parts. The first part describes the normal configuration and use of 
OpenVPN. The second part describes how to configure and administer OpenVPN. 
 

Part A - Normal Configuration and Use 
 

1. General Description of Virtual Private Networks 
 
Virtual Private Network technology, like remote control, has been around for quite a while, but 
only recently has technology generally matured to the point that using a VPN in a home or small 
network setting is feasible. OpenVPN is an open source version of a VPN solution. VPN’s allow a 
connection to a local network to be made over the Internet across routers and firewalls, but in a 
way that is transparent and very secure. A VPN set up allows one to access network resources as 
if they were in the office. The main difference is that due to upload speed limitations on typical 
Internet connections and the added layer of data encryption file transfers are slower than in the 
office and performance will vary from location to location and at different times.  
 

It is best not to use a VPN for transferring large files or large amounts of data. FTP is better  
for this use. Also, running resource intensive applications (applications requiring lots of  
memory and CPU time, such as Photoshop) across a VPN may or may not be feasible. 
 
         A VPN is not a separate physical connection; it is a virtual ‘tunnel’ for data that is sent  
         over an open or unsecured network in way that absolutely hides the data and prevents  
         third parties from accessing the data or the network.  

  
Establishing a VPN requires separate software components: a server and a client. These  
are simply the programs that facilitate the two points of contact – the computer providing  
authentication and a secure connection to the local network and the computer requesting  
access to the VPN. The client is fairly limited in that its role is to initiate a connection with the  
VPN server. The VPN server authenticates the client, secures the connection, assigns 

 virtual  IP addresses, routes network traffic, and encrypts and decrypts the data. 
 
 The primary use of the VPN for PIN Services is to facilitate a remote connection to a 

centralized Outlook PST and data on PIN03-newPC. Using only one PST and only one  
My Documents folder simplifies organizing, securing, and backing up all sensitive data,  

while still allowing normal access to all key applications, services, network resources, and data 
from the laptop at any remote location with Internet Access. Configuring the use of a VPN in this 
way means that the laptop is no longer used to store data but to simply facilitate normal access to 
applications and data at remote locations. 

 
2. Configuration of OpenVPN Services on PIN00-OldPC 
 
The OpenVPN server software is installed on PIN00-OldPC in the office. It is configured to use  
security certificates and encryption keys to authenticate and protect all data transferred across the 
VPN. 

Server 

Client 
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        Using security certificates is an easy to implement, user-friendly, reliable, and extremely  
        secure way of sending data through any service, not just a VPN, over the Internet.  
        However, your security depends entirely on the management of certificates. If the  
 certificates themselves are not properly secured your system may be compromised directly.  
 
Like all other services the VPN is initiated through the IP address (and port number) of the PC 
providing the service, and therefore, indirectly through the router connected directly to the Internet 
that the VPN server computer is behind. In most cases it is the IP address of the router that is used 
to access the actual VPN server. Most VPN servers are configured to use DNS. The PIN services 
VPN server is configured to be directly accessed through the pin.dyndns.biz domain. 
 
 The PIN Services VPN has been configured to use Ethernet Bridging. This means that 
 clients connected to the VPN receive an IP address on the same subnet as on the local  
 network. This allows all shared resources to be available as if you were in the office. The  
 configuration of the Ethernet Bridge is described in part B of this document. 
 
Key Information for making a PIN Services VPN Connection 
 

Server or Router IP address, or Domain: pin.dyndns.biz 
Ports: XXXX is forwarded to 192.168.0.3 (PIN03-newPC) 
Network Drives accessible through VPN: O (Outlook PST’s) and M (My Documents) 
IP Address of PIN03-oldPC on VPN: 192.168.0.3 due to Ethernet Bridging 

 
3. Connecting to the PIN Services VPN 

 
While the installation and configuration of the VPN is more complicated than other services its use 
is very simple and transparent. All that is required is that a simple batch file is run, the connection 
is visually confirmed, and network shares are authenticated to. Once these steps are accomplished 
one simply works as if they are in the office.  
 
 On the Desktop of PIN02-newlaptop you will find a shortcut named Connect to VPN. Simply  

double-click this shortcut to initiate a connection. That’s it. 
 

 
If you wish to confirm that the connection has been established maximize the window for the 
OpenVPN client on the taskbar as shown below. 
 
 
The following window will open. As long as the last entry in the window is Initialization Sequence 
Complete the VPN is established. 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Connect 
to VPN 
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The VPN works by using certificates and encryption keys (public and private). Authentication  
and encryption are facilitated invisibly. The server has a certificate, public and private key,  
and a DH pem file (allows public key exchange to be authenticated). Every potential client 
must have its own certificate and private and public keys. In addition the server and every 

 client also have a copy of the CA certificate. This is the master certificate that controls the  
issuing of new certificates. Certificates ensure that the computer requesting access to the 

 VPN is vetted by the Certificate Authority (authentication process) and then facilitates the 
 exchange of public keys for encrypting the data. 
 

The security of the VPN depends entirely on who can access the certificates, particularly the  
secret .key files. If certificates are copied or lost they can be revoked, and new ones  
created. If secret keys are compromised the entire Certificate Authority needs to be  
scrapped and a new one created. The locations and passwords for these security files and  
instructions for revoking and creating certificates and a Certificate Authority are included in  
Part B of this document. 
 

Once the VPN is established the next step is to authenticate to at least one shared folder on 
PIN03-newPC before opening Outlook. To do this simply double-click on either the O or M drive on 
PIN02-newlaptop (in My Computer as shown below): 
 

 
 
Double-clicking either the M or O drive will bring up the following dialogue box: 
 
       
      Since the resources to be accessed are on PIN03-newPC 
      we must authenticate with a user name and password  

from PIN03-newPC. 
 
The user name to use is: XXXXXXXXXX  
(not case sensitive) 
 
The password is: *************** 
(stored in XXXXXXXXX on XXXXXX of PIN00-oldPC) 
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      To enable access to your documents and PST files on PIN00-newPC file sharing must  
      be turned on. In the case that a third party gains access legitimately or otherwise to the  
      PIN Services local network or remote services your PST’s and data would be directly 
accessible. To prevent open access to your data authentication to PIN03 is always required, both 
when logging on to the PIN03-newPC after a reboot, or through the VPN. The same account is 
configured to be used by the UltraVNC server to simplify the number of passwords. It is essential to 
the security of your system that this password is protected. 

 
Once the password is entered and OK is clicked the network folder will open. You may now launch 
Outlook by either clicking the icon on the Task bar or in the Start Menu as shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
        
        
          Due to the slower connection speed of the VPN it  
          is essential to be patient when using Outlook  
          remotely, especially when first starting Outlook or  
          first accessing folders in the Inbox.  
 
         To prevent PST corruption messages from  
         appearing it is best to wait a few minutes after  
         closing Outlook before disconnecting the VPN. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The basic idea of using a VPN is to be able to access the Internet directly and run all  
 applications locally on the laptop from remote locations, but connect back to the main  
 Outlook PST and My Documents folder on PIN03-newPC in the office. This way no 
sensitive data needs to be stored, duplicated, or backed up on the laptop. In the event that the 
laptop is damaged or lost the only expense is the replacement of the hardware, and the time it 
takes to revoke the certificate and change passwords for remote services. 
 
 The only potential pitfall is to be sure that any documents created or edited on the laptop are  
 saved or copied back to PIN03-newlaptop. This will ensure that the data is secure and  
 backed up. The quickest way to back up data on the laptop is to FTP it to the FTPShare 
folder on PIN00-oldPC (fastest upload speed) and then move the data to PIN03-newPC after 
returning to the office. For small numbers of files, or less than, roughly, 25 MB simply copy the files 
to the M drive through the VPN. 
  
b) How to access PIN Services email if the VPN is too slow or unavailable. 
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If the VPN is not available the first option is to remote control into PIN03-oldPC and run Outlook.  
   As it is likely that any problem severely impacting the VPN will also undermine Remote  
   Control there may be situations in which it is possible to connect to the Internet but not to  
   the PIN Services network. In this case follow these instructions to connect to a local PST 
   on the laptop. Instructions for accessing archived PST’s are also included here. 
 
a) Changing Outlook on PIN02-newlaptop to connect to a local PST 
 
A backup local PST has been pre-configured on PIN02-oldlaptop in the following location. This set 
of personal folders appears in Outlook on PIN02-newlaptop as Emergency Local Folders. 
 
Backup PST Location - C:\Users\PIN\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Outlook\OutlookBackup.pst 
 
In the event that the PST on PIN03-newPC is unavailable you will have to make the emergency 
folder the default for receiving email. You can not do this by simply opening Outlook as the 
program will not open when the PST on O is unavailable. To change the default PST you must first 
open the Control Panel as shown below to the left. In the Control Panel double-click Mail, shown 
to the right: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        The following dialogue box will open, click 
        the E-mail Accounts button. 
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The dialogue box shown to the right will  
open. Make sure the View or change  
exisiting e-mail accounts radio button  
is selected and click Next: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        When the dialogue box shown to the left  
        opens select the Emergency Local Folders 
        as the place to deliver new e-mail to by  
        using the Deliver new e-mail to the  
        following location drop-down menu as  
        shown to the left. 
  
                                                                                       When you select a new delivery location the  
                                                                                       following prompt will open (see below to                                                                      
                                                                                       the left). Simply click OK 
 
 
 
 
 
        Finally, click the Finish button and  
        close all any windows left open. 
 
        Now when you open Outlook it will download  
        email to the local emergency PST. 
 
 
 In the event remote access is unavailable it will be impossible to access any emails in  
 the PST on PIN03-newPC. It will be possible to download new messages and send email to 
 the Emergency Local Folders, but the Gmail account will have to be used to see older 
emails. When connectivity to PIN Services is re-established the contents of the Emergency Local 
Folders PST will have to be merged with the main PST on PIN03-newPC or these emails will not 
get backed up. This will be easiest to accomplish when back in the office. 
 
b) Viewing archived PST’s. 
 
As long as you are in the office or connected through the VPN you can view any of the past years 
email archives by following the instructions below. These instructions work for both PIN03-newPC 
or PIN02-newlaptop with the following differences. If you are using PIN02-newlaptop in the office 
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you may need to authenticate to a shared folder on PIN03-newPC first. If you are accessing email 
remotely you will need to start the VPN and authenticate to the shared folders first. 
 
Start Outlook. To connect to another PST simply click File | Open | Outlook Data File. 
 

 
 
Now browse for the folder Achived PSTs on the O drive as shown below. Then select the email 
archive you wish to view, select it and click Open. It will now show up in Outlook. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To remove an archive from Outlook simply right-click on the folder and select Close as shown 
below.     
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Part B – Administration and Configuration of the VPN 
 
This part of the document provides additional configuration information for trouble-shooting, adding 
new VPN clients, revoking certificates or recreating the Certificate Authority. 
 
1. Configuration of OpenVPN Server 
 
The OpenVPN service is configured to run automatically as a Windows Service on both PIN03-
newPC (for PIN02-newlaptop) and PIN00-oldPC (for PIN01-oldlaptop).  
 

Installing OpenVPN, creating the Certificate Authority and client and server certificates,  
editing the server and client config files, configuring the local network and shared folders, 
and customizing the Outlook configuration for remote access is a moderately technically 

complex task and is not likely to be implemented or supported by a non-technical person. This 
document presents an overview of key configuration issues specific to the PIN Services 
environment to assist in trouble-shooting and administration. Generally, if there are no internal or 
external connectivity problems the VPN will be available seamlessly.  
 

The most likely events that would prevent or compromise VPN access are that certificates  
become compromised or corrupted and need to be revoked and/or re-created, Internet  
service is down temporarily, the Shaw cable modem or router need to be rebooted or 

serviced, or that Dynamic DNS fails if the router IP address changes and the domain name 
pin.dyndns.biz is no longer resolvable. The issues related to network connectivity are dealt with in 
the PIN Services Network Admin and Configuration document. This document will briefly describe 
certificate administration. 
 

All remote services available on the PIN Services network; FTP, Remote Control, and VPN  
are configured to start automatically when the PC running the service starts. The simplest  
way to maximize security for any remote service if it is not is use for an extended time is to  
either manually disable ports on the router by un-checking the appropriate Port Forwarding 
or Virtual Server setting (see the PIN service Network Configuration and Admin document 

 for instructions) or to simply stop the service on the host PC. To stop and start any of the  
remote services simply right-click on the My Computer icon on the Desktop of  
PIN03-newPC and select Manage as shown to the left: 
 

 
 
The window shown to the 
right will open.  
 
 

 
Click the arrowhead beside Services and Applications and then click on the Services icon. This 
will list all services running on the PC in the pane to the right. Scroll for the service you wish to 
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manage and double-click the service. This will open the Properties dialogue box for that service as 
shown for the OpenVPN service below: 
 
 
 
           
 
 
          
         You can start and stop the service here and configure  
         whether or not the service starts automatically. If the  
         service is not running and the Firewall ports are closed  
             there is essentially no possibility of the remote services  
         being compromised. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Security Information 
 
Security Certificates for both the PIN03-newPC and PIN00-oldPC VPN’s were created on PIN00-
oldPC and are stored in: C:\XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX and backed up in XXXXXXXX on 
PIN00-oldPC. 
 
The certificate creation process is documented here: 
 
http://openvpn.net/index.php/open-source/documentation/howto.html 
 
It is accomplished using batch files in the easy-rsa folder. These batch files had to be slightly 
modified to run properly in the PIN Services environment so if a new Certificate Authority or new 
client certificates need to be created, or a compromised certificate revoked, the batch files on 
PIN00-oldPC must be used. These batch files must be run from a command prompt by typing in 
command names, not simply by double-clicking the batch files 
 
There are currently two client certificates created and in use: admin and eric. The same server 
certificate and CA is used for both PIN00-oldPC’s and PIN03-newPC’s VPN. The following chart 
lists all the key pieces and which files need to be in place on which PC’s, and what pieces need to 
be kept secret. 
 

Filename Needed By Purpose Secret 

XXXXXX servers + all clients  Root CA certificate NO 

XXXXXX PIN00-oldPC Root CA key YES 

XXXXXX PIN00-oldPC and PIN03-newPC (servers) Diffie Hellman parameters NO 
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XXXXXX PIN00-oldPC and PIN03-newPC (servers) Server Certificate NO 

XXXXXX PIN00-oldPC and PIN03-newPC (servers) Server Key YES 

XXXXXX PIN01-oldlaptop Client1 Certificate NO 

XXXXXX PIN01-oldlaptop Client1 Key YES 

XXXXXX PIN02-newlaptop Client2 Certificate NO 

XXXXXX PIN02-newlaptop Client2 Key YES 

 
           Each of the following certificates has a password to prevent un-authorized use:      
           server.crt, eric.crt, and admin.crt. The passwords are stored in the XXXXXXXX on  
           PIN00-oldPC and on XXXXXXXXXXXXXX. 
 
On each server and client the required keys and configuration files (see next section) are stored in 
the following location: Path to config and security files: C:\XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 
When the VPN is establish on a client we are simply opening the OpenVPN.exe program using the 
custom configuration file. This is done automatically on the servers when the PC boots. 
 
Name of config files: server.ovpn on PIN00-oldPC and PIN03newpC and client.ovpn on PIN01-
oldlaptop and ericVPN.ovpn on PIN02-newlaptop. These config files may be viewed and edited by 
opening them with a text editor, such as notepad. 
 
3. Description of Server and Client configuration files 
 
The following describes and includes only the key parts of the server and client config files that 
were enabled or disabled and customized, not the entire contents of the files. Some default 
configuration was omitted. The configuration and trouble-shooting of the OpenVPN client and 
server configuration can be found here: 
 
http://openvpn.net/index.php/open-source/documentation/howto.html 
 
Here is the original unedited sample server config file with most of the comments removed. 
Specific modifications made to server.ovpn are shown in blue for PIN00-oldPC and in red for 
PIN03-newPC 
 
# Which local IP address should OpenVPN 
# listen on? (optional) 
;local a.b.c.d 
 
port XXXX 
 
# TCP or UDP server? 
;proto tcp  [proto tcp enabled, proto udp disabled] [proto udp enabled, proto tcp disabled] 
proto udp 
 
# "dev tun" will create a routed IP tunnel, 
# "dev tap" will create an ethernet tunnel. 
# Use "dev tap0" if you are ethernet bridging 
# and have precreated a tap0 virtual interface 
# and bridged it with your ethernet interface. 
# If you want to control access policies 
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# over the VPN, you must create firewall 
# rules for the the TUN/TAP interface. 
# On non-Windows systems, you can give 
# an explicit unit number, such as tun0. 
# On Windows, use "dev-node" for this. 
# On most systems, the VPN will not function 
# unless you partially or fully disable 
# the firewall for the TUN/TAP interface. 
;dev tap  [dev tap0, dev-node  TapAdmin enabled, dev tun disabled]  
dev tun  [dev tap0, dev-node TapEric enabled, dev tun disabled] 
;dev-node MyTap 
 
# SSL/TLS root certificate (ca), certificate 
# (cert), and private key (key).  Each client 
# and the server must have their own cert and 
# key file.  The server and all clients will 
# use the same ca file. 
ca ca.crt 
cert server.crt 
key server.key  # This file should be kept secret 
 
# Diffie hellman parameters. 
# Generate your own with: 
#   openssl dhparam -out dh1024.pem 1024 
# Substitute 2048 for 1024 if you are using 
# 2048 bit keys.  
dh dh1024.pem 
 
# Configure server mode and supply a VPN subnet 
# for OpenVPN to draw client addresses from. 
# The server will take 10.8.0.1 for itself, 
# the rest will be made available to clients. 
# Each client will be able to reach the server 
# on 10.8.0.1. Comment this line out if you are 
# ethernet bridging. See the man page for more info. 
server 10.8.0.0 255.255.255.0  [disabled] [disabled] 
 
ifconfig-pool-persist ipp.txt 
 
# Configure server mode for ethernet bridging. 
# You must first use your OS's bridging capability 
# to bridge the TAP interface with the ethernet 
# NIC interface.  Then you must manually set the 
# IP/netmask on the bridge interface, here we 
# assume 10.8.0.4/255.255.255.0.  Finally we 
# must set aside an IP range in this subnet 
# (start=10.8.0.50 end=10.8.0.100) to allocate 
# to connecting clients.  Leave this line commented 
# out unless you are ethernet bridging. 
;server-bridge 10.8.0.4 255.255.255.0 10.8.0.50 10.8.0.100 
 
[server-bridge 192.168.0.1 255.255.255.0 192.168.0.50 192.168.0.99 enabled] 
[server-bridge 192.168.0.1 255.255.255.0 192.168.0.10 192.168.0.49 enabled] 
 
;push "route 192.168.10.0 255.255.255.0" 
;push "route 192.168.20.0 255.255.255.0" 
 
;client-config-dir ccd 
;route 192.168.40.128 255.255.255.248 
;client-config-dir ccd 
;route 10.9.0.0 255.255.255.252 
 
;learn-address ./script 
 
;push "redirect-gateway" 
 
;push "dhcp-option DNS 10.8.0.1" 
;push "dhcp-option WINS 10.8.0.1" 
 
;client-to-client 
 
;duplicate-cn 
 
keepalive 10 120 
 
;tls-auth ta.key 0 # This file is secret 



 
# Select a cryptographic cipher. 
# This config item must be copied to 
# the client config file as well. 
;cipher BF-CBC        # Blowfish (default) 
;cipher AES-128-CBC   # AES 
;cipher DES-EDE3-CBC  # Triple-DES 
 
# Enable compression on the VPN link. 
# If you enable it here, you must also 
# enable it in the client config file. 
comp-lzo 
 
# The maximum number of concurrently connected 
# clients we want to allow. 
;max-clients 100 
 
persist-key 
persist-tun 
 
status openvpn-status.log 
 
;log         openvpn.log 
;log-append  openvpn.log 
verb 3 
 
# Silence repeating messages.  At most 20 
# sequential messages of the same message 
# category will be output to the log. 
;mute 20 
 

Here is the original unedited sample client config file with most of the comments removed. Specific 
modifications made to client.ovpn are made in blue for PIN01-oldlatop and in red to ericVPN.ovpn 
for PIN02-newlaptop 
 
# Specify that we are a client and that we 
# will be pulling certain config file directives 
# from the server. 
client 
 
# Use the same setting as you are using on 
# the server. 
# On most systems, the VPN will not function 
# unless you partially or fully disable 
# the firewall for the TUN/TAP interface. 
;dev tap [dev tun disabled, dev tap enabled] [dev tun disabled, dev tap enabled] 
dev tun 
 
# Windows needs the TAP-Win32 adapter name 
# from the Network Connections panel 
# if you have more than one.  On XP SP2, 
# you may need to disable the firewall 
# for the TAP adapter. 
;dev-node MyTap [dev-node AdminTap enabled] [dev-node EricTap enabled] 
 
# Are we connecting to a TCP or 
# UDP server?  Use the same setting as 
# on the server. 
;proto tcp   [proto tcp enabled, proto udp disabled] [proto udp enabled, proto tcp disabled] 
proto udp 
 
# The hostname/IP and port of the server. 
# You can have multiple remote entries 
# to load balance between the servers. 
remote my-server-1 1194 [remote pin.dyndns.biz XXXX] [remote pin.dyndns.biz XXXX] 
;remote my-server-2 1194 
 
# Choose a random host from the remote 
# list for load-balancing.  Otherwise 
# try hosts in the order specified. 
;remote-random 
 
# Keep trying indefinitely to resolve the 
# host name of the OpenVPN server.  Very useful 
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# on machines which are not permanently connected 
# to the internet such as laptops. 
resolv-retry infinite 
 
# Most clients don't need to bind to 
# a specific local port number. 
nobind 
 
# Try to preserve some state across restarts. 
persist-key 
persist-tun 
 
;http-proxy-retry # retry on connection failures 
;http-proxy [proxy server] [proxy port #] 
 
;mute-replay-warnings 
 
ca ca.crt 
cert client.crt [enabled cert admin.crt  and  enabled key admin.key, disabled defaults] 
key client.key [enabled cert eric.crt  and  enabled key cert.key, disabled defaults] 
 
;ns-cert-type server 
 
;tls-auth ta.key 1 
 
;cipher x 
 
# Enable compression on the VPN link. 
# Don't enable this unless it is also 
# enabled in the server config file. 
comp-lzo 
 
verb 3 
 
;mute 20 
 

 OpenVPN creates a network adapter object that is identical to the ones that show up for a  
 physical LAN or wireless adapter. This object is what facilitates a subnet and IP addresses  
 for the VPN connection. This virtual network adapter, called a TAP adapter in OpenVPN,  
 shows up in Network Connections under XP and Network and Sharing Center under  
 Vista. When connected to the VPN remotely the client computer ends up with two IP 
 addresses, a local IP address (assigned by the local router’s DHCP server) and a second 
virtual IP address assigned by the VPN server. In the current VPN configuration the VPN IP 
address is taken from the same subnet as in the office due to the use of Ethernet Bridging.  
 
 The Windows firewall must be disabled for the VPN Tap and/or Bridge adapter. Any  
 warnings about security you receive from Windows are due to disabling the firewall for the  
 VPN adapter and can be ignored. 
 
4. Configuration of Ethernet Bridging 
 
 Ethernet bridging allows the VPN to use the same range of IP addresses (subnet) as are  
 used behind the firewall on the local network. Once this is configured all shared resources  
 available through PIN03-newPC are available over the VPN as if you were actually in the  
 office. 
 
The configuration of Ethernet Bridging involves first establishing the VPN using a range of IP 
addresses not used by DHCP on the router (currently the router uses 192.168.0.100 to 
192.168.0.199 as dynamic IP addresses). The ranges used by the VPN server are also described 
above in the server configuration files. 
 
The PIN03-newPC VPN uses 192.168.0.10 - 192.168.0.49 
The PIN00-oldPC VPN uses 192.168.0.50 to 192.168.0.99 
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The following set of snapshots show how Ethernet Bridging was established on PIN03-newPC 
(Vista). The procedure is very similar for XP. 
 
Click Start | Network as shown below 

 
 
The following window will open. Click Manage network connections as shown below 

 
 
The following window will open. 
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These objects represent the network connections that PIN03-newPC makes. The Local Area 
Connection represents the connection to the router through the network card while the EricTap 
connection is the virtual network adapter that OpenVPN uses to facilitate its virtual connection to 
the LAN through the Internet. Bridging merges these two levels of connection into one seamless 
connection. This facilitates normal file, folder, and resource sharing through the VPN. 
 
To bridge the connections ctrl-select both objects right-click and click Bridge Connections as 
shown below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This will create a new object as shown below. This new connection needs to be configured with a 
static IP address and gateway. The name of the bridge object has been changed to OpenVPN 
Bridge. To change the configuration of the bridge right-click and select Properties. The window 
shown to the right following will open. 
 

 
 
 
        Make sure both the Local Area Connection  
        and EricTap checkboxes are checked. 
 
 
 
 
 In addition, the Windows Firewall needs to be disabled in the Control Panel for the  
 OpenVPN Bridge. This does not compromise security and is essential for the VPN  
 connection to be made remotely. The VPN, when initiated provides a much better level 
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of security than the Windows firewall, when properly configured and maintained.  
 
Click Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) and then click Properties to configure the adapter 
(shown above). Enter the settings shown below for PIN03-newPC. 
 

 
 
The snapshot below shows the Windows Firewall configuration. The checkbox for OpenVPN  
Bridge should be unchecked. The Windows Firewall is found in the Control Panel. 
 

 
 


